CARA R/L 03 Design accumulation fireplace with lifting door and bent corner
glazing
The CARA R/L is a high quality fireplace which combines metal sheeting and glass, while the whole geometry of
the combustion chamber is based on the letter “L”. The above-standard size of the glass in this corner stove
offers a perfect view of the flames from multiple angles.
The precise and light movement of the door, made possible through the SILENT LIFT system, complements it all. The rear
shielding allows you to place the fireplace right next to a wall. An EAI (External Air Intake) system is included. The innovative
DOUBLE SPIN flue gas system increases the fireplace’s efficiency. The standard version includes the option to connect an upper
or rear flue gas exhaust. Thanks to the secondary air intake, the door glass is air-washed to prevent the accumulation of soot.
The combustion chamber is lined with chamotte bricks. It does not include a grate as standard, but this can be added on
demand. The fireplace is connected to a tertiary air intake. The primary and secondary air intakes are regulated by a single
control element. Additionally, you can purchase extra accumulation elements that radiate heat long after the fireplace has gone
out.

CARA R/L 03
steel

Prices on request at your seller
Bent glazing - right variant - order code: CARA R 03
Bent glazing - left variant - order code: CARA L 03
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Technical parameters
Height

1648 mm

Width

883 mm

Depth

601 mm

Door height

420 mm

Door width

583 mm

Door depth

311 mm

Weight

310 kg

Regulated output

3,9-10,1 kW

Smoke flue diameter

150 mm

Flue socket diameter

150 mm

External air intake diameter

125 mm

Axis height of rear outlet

1346 mm

Draught

11 Pa

Efficiency

82,9 %

Average wood consumption

2,2 kg/h

A+

Accessories
Accumulation set for CARA C, CARA R/L fireplace stove
AIRBOX 01
GRATE SET for Romotop CARA design fireplace stove
HANDLING SET

Download
Declaration about qualities
Energy label and product sheet
General instructions
Technical documentation
Technical sheet
Warranty certificate
Download our catalogue!
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